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Features 

1. Voice active monitoring with super mini dimension. 

2. Built in adjustable sensitivity voice active microphone. 

3. Built in High sensitivity monitoring amplifier microphone 

4. Built in phone number filter function, other phone will not allowed to monitoring. 

5. Can used SMS to set active or deactivate sound active mode. 

6. Built in shock alert active function, will call and send SMS when detect shock alert. 

7. Easy to operate, just install SIM card and SMS setting for all function modes 

8. Built in earphone jack, allowed to communicate as spy device. 

9. Built in rechargeable polymer LIION battery, with capacity up to 550mA  

10. New less power chip, with standby mode up to 72 hours and 2 hours monitoring mode. 

11. Built in charger circuit allowed using in charge mode. 

 

 

 

 

With shock alert mode can used for home safety GSM alarm security 

system. With mini dimension allowed us to put in hidden place,  

to protect you for safety home. Can put in briefcase or bag  

to protect from someone. 
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Specifications: 

 

GSM tri band module 900 /1800 /1900 MHz 

Voice sensitive -75db 

Standby power consumption 20mAh 

Working power consumption 200mAh 

Power 3.7V 550mA 

Charger power 5VDC at 500mA 

Dimension 52x39x17mm 

Weight 40g 

Filter mode 4 sensitivity voice filter 

Alert mode 3 SMS number&1 calling number 

Control mode SMS control 

 

keys and parts 

 

 

battery pack   

charger input   

SIM card slot   

Power switch  
Receive mic  

Service and  

active LED 

Voice Active Mic  
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Quick start  

A. Insert SIM card (SIM card must without any password) 

B. Power ON the unit, when the GSM LED indicator flash every 3seconds for 1/2 second, that 

mean GSM network is already standby and action LED will flash for every 5 seconds 

C. Set calling number for device by using SMS 

Code+01+Phone number   for first number 

Example : the code is 968 , the phone number will be set is 0912345678   

968010912345678 (send to number inside device SIM card)  

Will return “0912345678”1 OK 

SMS functions  

SMS functions 

Function active deactivate 

Setting first alert number 01  

Setting second alert number 02  

Setting third alert number 03  

Voice active function 041 040 

Shock active function 051 050 

Voice sensitivity low 060  

Voice sensitivity middle 061  

Voice sensitivity high 062  

Voice sensitivity super high 063  

Phone filter function 071 070 

Status 08  
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A. Phone book saving number 

1. Send SMS XXX##????? for the number add to phone book : 

XXX = device password (3 characters) 

##: 01=first phone number, 02=second phone number, 03=third phone number 

?????= phone number will save to memory. 

For example: the device password is 936 

A. 936010912345678 sending SMS to device SIM card number. And will return

“0912345678” =>1”OK . The first phone number 0912345678 succeed save to the 

SIM memory 

                                            

B. 936020933513368 send SMS to device SIM card number. And will return 

“0933513368” =>2”OK . The second phone number 0933513368 succeed save to 

the SIM memory 

C. 936030925168166 send SMS to device SIM card number. And will return

“0925168166” =>3”OK . The third phone number 0925168166 succeed save to the 

SIM memory 

 

Send SMS      

93601091234

5678 

Recv SMS      

0912345678 

-> OK 

Send SMS to 

device 

If you set 

successfully, will 

receive a SMS 
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B. Voice active mode on/off switch 

1. Send SMS: XXX041 = switch on voice active alarm mode     Return SMS: MIC-ON 

                                            

2. Send SMS: XXX040 = switch off voice active alarm mode     Return SMS: MIC-OFF 

C. Shock active mode on/off switch 

1. Send SMS: XXX051 = switch on shock active alarm mode       Return SMS: SHOCK-ON 

2. Send SMS: XXX050 = switch off shock active alarm mode       Return SMS: SHOCK-OFF 

D. Set microphone sensitive 

1. Send SMS: XXX060 = to set microphone sensitive low = 0       Return SMS: MIC=0 

2. Send SMS: XXX061 = to set microphone sensitive Normal =1       Return SMS: MIC=1 

3. Send SMS: XXX062 = to set microphone sensitive High =2       Return SMS: MIC=2 

4. Send SMS: XXX063 = to set microphone sensitive Super high =3       Return SMS: 

MIC=3 

E. Phone filter 

1. Send SMS: XXX071 = to active phone filter       Return SMS: PHONE FILTERON 

2. Send SMS: XXX070 = to deactivate phone filter       Return SMS: PHONE FILTEROFF 

  

SendSMS      

936041 

RecvSMS      

MIC--> OK 
Send SMS to 

device 

 

If you set 

successfully, will 

receive a SMS 
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F. Get setting status 

Send SMS: XXX08 = to get setting status  

 Response = 

STATUS: 

MIC ALERT=OFF                           for microphone voice active status 

MIC=1 MID                       for voice active sensitivity middle filter voice 

SHOCK ALERT=OFF                                      for shock alert status 

PHONE FILTER=OFF                                     for phone filter status 

PHONE FILTER NUMBER                     number filter allowed to monitor 

-1: 0912345678 

-2: 0912398778 

-3: 0912312345 

BATTERY=3.89V                                         current battery level 

  

Note： 

1. Only first alert number will be call by unit, the others number only will receive alert SMS. 

2. How to get your code send 912 through SMS and module will send code: XXX 

3. Please do not put any password in the SIM card 

4. When power on the module the service led begin flashing for every second, till search for 

network is succeed the service led will flash for half second and off for 3 seconds. 

5. The led beside active microphone is sense led when detect voice higher than setting. 

6. When voice scanner is turn on using SMS the scanning function will begin, the first Voice 

detected then will delay for 5 seconds, then waiting for the seconds Voice active detect, if 

any of Voice active detect in 15 seconds the voice detect will begin for the first detect 

mode, if in 15 seconds the seconds voice active will made call for the setting number. 

 


